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Abstract In this paper, we propose a system for multiple people tracking using fragment based histogram matching. 

Appearance model is based on IHLS color histogram which can be calculated efficiently using integral histogram 

representation. Since histograms will loss all spatial information, we define a fragment based region 

representation which retain spatial information, robust against occlusion and scale issue by using disparity 

information. Multiple people labeling is maintained by creating online appearance representation for each people 

detected in scene and calculating fragment vote map. Initialization is performed automatically from background 

segmentation step. 
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1. Introduction  

 Detection and tracking of people in dynamic scene is 

one of the important modules for many vision application 

systems including surveillance, activity analysis, robot 

vision and human computer interaction. For such systems, 

the challenge is to determine people trajectory and 

maintain correct association of the tracked objects in 

natural situation which poses several problems such as 

occlusion, feature similarity and dynamic environment.  

Mean-shift is popular tracking algorithm which based 

on histogram region with kernel model and its localization 

by performing minimization toward local basin of 

convergence [5]. Other trackers focused on filtering 

method to evaluate the objects dynamics and estimate 

trajectory hypotheses by means of particle filter [6,7] or 

Kalman filter [8]. In most of the trackers, objects are 

represented by its color histogram as it robust to view 

changes, noise and partial occlusion by assuming that 

objects has constant appearance throughout the scene. 

But histogram has several issues mainly the loss of 

spatial information and color histogram by itself is not 

robust against illumination changes and color similarity 

with background. To handle histogram limitation, [7] add 

Edge Orientation Histogram feature for their particle filter 

implementation. Several improvements on kernel and 

histogram definition for mean-shift tracker also have 

been proposed to maintain spatial information by using 

spatiogram [9] or correlogram [10].  

In this paper, we extend the method developed by [2] 

by utilizing disparity information from stereo camera and 

provide multiple tracking framework. In [2], an object is 

represented by a template modeled with several patches. 

Tracking is performed by comparing histogram of patches 

of object’s template to a new hypothesis for position and 

scale. The main tool for this method is the integral 

histogram structure proposed in [1] which enables us to 

extract histograms of multiple rectangular regions in 

efficient way. The author [1] has shown that exhaustive 

search over image region can be performed efficiently for 

object localization and with better tracking result than 

local search by the mean-shift algorithm. In fragment 

based tracking, the lost of spatial information is 

compensated by multiple patches and spatial relationship 

between patches retain spatial information. 

In this paper, we propose some improvement for 

fragment based tracking mainly by adding disparity 

information and multiple people tracking framework. As 

note in [2], one issue in intensity only tracker is scale 

space search. To match over different range scale 

hypotheses, they enlarge and shrink the template by 10% 

and performed histogram matching in that scale. This 

exhaustive search over scale space can be reduced by 

using disparity. 

Inclusion of the disparity information to add robustness 

of the tracker has been proposed by [3][11][13]. Plan 

view construction is used in [11] to track people with 

camera placement above head level. In [3], the authors 

use depth information to segment background and 

foreground and to provide scale space estimation for 
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template matching. Disparity as weight for mean-shift 

kernel tracking is used in [13] since by using disparity 

information, tracker will robust against similar background 

appearance. Disparity information it self is not always 

reliable because in case objects have a little visual 

texture resulting invalid region in disparity image. Our 

algorithm utilizes disparity information as weight in 

histogram representation and to estimate scale space 

search directly. This adds information to the objects 

representation resulting in better separation in case of 

partial occlusion and reducing computational cost. 

Another improvement over [2] is to use Improved HLS 

color information over grayscale image. Although only 

with grayscale images, the algorithm gives good results 

with low computational costs, in more complex situation, 

color information will perform better since it holds more 

information that grayscale. By using HLS color space, we 

can separate illumination and use only chrominance 

component to model the object’s histogram. This means 

less computational cost over RGB which require 3D 

histogram definition to capture all color information. 

Improved HLS color space is extension of HLS color 

space with better defined model [4] and has been 

implemented for background segmentation under 

Gaussian Mixture Model [12]. 

In next section, we will describe our algorithm for 

initialization and building appearance model including 

adding of depth information to add trackers robustness 

against occlusion and to provide estimation of scale space 

search. In section 3, fragment based tracking and multiple 

people tracking framework will be outlined. Some 

experimental results will be discussed in section 4, and 

finally section 5 concludes this paper and discusses some 

future works. 

 

2.  Segmentation and Appearance Model

2.1 System Overview

Our approach is built on IHLS color space [4]. In [12], 

IHLS color space has implemented for background 

segmentation with good result. Appearance model will be 

based on the IHLS color histogram which can be 

calculated efficiently using integral histogram structure 

[1]. Since histograms will loss all spatial information, we 

define a novel fragment based region representation 

which robust against occlusion and scale issue by using 

color and disparity information. Multiple people labeling is 

maintained by creating online appearance representation 

for each people detected in scene and calculating 

fragment vote map in each frame. Initialization is 

performed automatically from background segmentation 

step. Our system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Figure 1. System architecture 

 

2.2 Background segmentation

For automatic initialization, segmentation provide 

simple and quite reliable way to segment moving objects 

assuming that every moving objects in scene are actually 

people. More advanced method can be incorporated such 

as face or people detector. We use Gaussian Mixture 

Model using Improved HLS color space [12] to segment 

the foreground objects from a fixed stereo camera.  RGB 

color obtained by camera is converted into Improved HLS 

color space using following equation [4]: 
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Segmentation gives clue of the moving objects and can 

be used to limit search process only on foreground region 

instead of performing exhaustive search. From 

foreground binary mask, bounding boxes is extracted. 

This way, our system assume that when a person is 

entering scene, his bounding box should be well defined 

and not under merging or occlusion so that initialization 

process can created good appearance model. In this stage, 

several problems that might affect subsequent steps are 

merging and occlusion. This situation is shown in Fig. 2. 

Our approach to handle these problems will be explained 

later after we outline appearance model for people in 

scene.  
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Figure 2. Bounding box from foreground regions 

 

2.3 Integral histogram

The Integral histogram structure is first formalized by 

[1] as extension of integral image used in [15]. The 

integral image structure holds at the point (x,y) sum of 

rectangular region defined by top left corner of the image 

and the point (x,y). This structure allows computation of 

pixels sum in any rectangular region by using four 

integral image values at four corners of the region.  

Extending this idea into histogram representation is 

basically building integral image for each bin of the 

histograms. That is by counting the cumulative numbers 

of pixels that falling into each bin. Thus complexity and 

speed up of the integral histogram compared to standard 

histogram structure depends on how many bins used. 

Computational requirement for several scenarios of data 

dimension is given in [1]. The integral histogram 

structure is illustrated in Fig. 3 below. 

Figure 3. Integral histogram structure 

 

After integral histogram is computed which depends on 

search region and size of bins, histogram extraction over 

any rectangular region of any size has similar 

computational cost. So in evaluating hypotheses of 

rectangular objects in several positions and scales as 

used in [2] is equal to cost of histogram comparison. And 

given disparity information from stereo camera, search 

over scale can be reduced by estimating scale directly 

with a linear equation. 

 

2.4 Disparity layer

Disparity can add more information to build robust 

appearance model. This takes advantages of stereo’s 

system ability to segment objects at different depth level. 

We build integral histogram structure for disparity image 

excluding invalid pixels for area with little visual texture. 

Let {vv}v=1..k  and vM be its normalized histogram 

representation of a patch and its maximum probability. If 

we assume that the bounding box enclose tightly the 

foreground object, then disparity pixels which falls into 

maximum probability bin M, are the most likely to 

represent depth of object. This situation can be seen in 

Fig. 4.  

We also segment disparity image into layers to 

represent scale variation and to find corresponding depth 

of objects given merging or partial occlusion. One can find 

scale of objects by using following linear equation [3] 

s dK=  (2) 

s is scale, d is disparity value and K is constant which can 

be estimated or measured in simple calibration step. If an 

objects template is initialized with scale s = 1 and  has 

disparity value d corresponding to maximum bin M as 

explained above, then when its observed that disparity 

value changes to d’, objects scale can be assumed has 

changes to new scale s’ by linear equation (2) above.  

Figure 4. Objects bounding box with maximum probability 

represent depth of objects 

 

2.5 Appearance model

Color histogram provide good model to represent 

objects because it’s rather invariant to object/camera 

motion or shape change assuming that objects has 

constant appearance throughout the scene. Although 

histogram itself several issues mainly the loss of spatial 

information and color histogram by itself is not robust to 

illumination changes, fragment based template as 

proposed in [2] can overcome this limitation.  

People body region is described by multiple sub 

regions (patches) with histogram representation (see Fig. 

5 for example). From IHLS color, we compute saturation-

weighted hue histogram expressed by following equation: 

xx
x

HW Sθ θδ= ∑  (3) 

Where Hx and Sx are hue and saturation value at point x 

and δij is Kronecker delta function. In this way, we have 

color information of objects in one dimensional histogram, 

thus reducing computational time to evaluate the metric 
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between patches histograms. 

Figure 5. Patches of the appearance model for each people 

 

Each rectangular patch also has its depth histogram. 

Color appearance of objects is more stable then depth 

since if the people move forward or backward than depth 

information will be changes drastically. Color information 

also will change slowly by illumination changes and new 

color appearance in the bounding box. Thus histogram 

representation of color and depth will be updated as 

following 

1( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )t tH k H k H kα α−= − + new

hypothesis of objects position in current frame and patch 

)

 (4) 

Parameter α is update rate and k is bin of the histogram. 

Depth and color histogram has different α since each will 

changes at different rate. 

 

3. Fragment-Based Tracking for Multiple 

People

In this section we will describe fragment based tracking 

using robust method to evaluate patches vote map and 

extend initial concept in [2] to use disparity information 

and tracking multiple people in scene. 

 

3.1 Fragment based tracking

Fragment based tracking utilize fast calculation of 

integral histogram to compute multiple histogram of sub 

region in one rectangular template [2]. By comparing 

multiple location hypotheses we calculating vote map for 

next best location of current model. In this algorithm, 

tracking can be categorized as target representation and 

localization, where target representation is patch template 

and localization is performed by histogram matching in 

the patch’s neighboring region. As mentioned previously, 

this method is possible to run at real time frame rate by 

using integral histogram structure. 

Given an object O represented by template image T 
which contains a patch PT, in tracking process we wish to 

find the position and the scale of a region in image I which 

is similar to patch T. Tracking is performed by exhaustive 

search in the neighboring region by calculating similarity 

of histograms. Given image patch PT;(x,y) where (x,y) is the 

PT, if d(Q,P) is some measure of similarity between patch 

Q and patch P, then 

( , ) ( ,;( , )PT I x y TPV x y d P=  (5) 

is the vote map corresponding to template patch PT which 

eral vote maps, next 

is

osed 

in

gives scalar score of every possible position of the patch 

in current frame I [2]. In practice, any similarity metric 

can be used to obtain the vote map.  

After all defined patches gives sev

 to combine this information to constitute new tracked 

object’s position. To combine patches vote map, one can 

sum the vote maps and look to the position which gives 

minimal sum (if histogram metric calculate dissimilarity) 

or maximal sum (if histogram metric calculate similarity). 

But this direct approach is prone to occlusion since 

occluded single patch may contribute significant value to 

the sum. This can lead to wrong tracking estimation. 

One intuitive way to combine all vote maps is prop

 [2] by using robust statistics with LMedS-type 

estimator expressed as 

{ }( , ) '  value in C x y Q th= ( , ) | patches PPV x y  (6) 

where 

{ }( ,V x y) | patches PP  (7) 

is the sorted set of obtained vote map and Q’th is Q 

c

3.2 Multiple Template Tracking

of appearance based 

on

smallest score (they measure dissimilarity of patches by 

EMD distance). Q shows the expected inlier measurement 

which can be interpreted as percentage of template’s 

target is visible. One desirable properties of such robust 

estimator is that outliers which will be rejected 

automatically an be assumed as occluded patches or 

partial pose change [2]. As note in [2], one issue in 

intensity only tracker is scale space search although the 

robustness of method shown tracker stability. By using 

scale and disparity relation in Equation 2, scale can be 

estimated directly and computational cost for matching 

process can be reduced. 

  

People in scene have difference 

 color and depth information. To evaluate patches of 

multiple templates created in initialization step, we create 

overlapped grid in a rectangle region which contains 

possible people appearance based on foreground mask 

and calculate histogram of each grid. The grid size and 

step in x and y directions are adopted as the smallest 

patch size and half x and y size of the smallest patch 

respectively. Then for each template, we evaluate vote 

map patches and determine the new location of each 

object in current frame using method as explained in 

section 3.1. 
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Multiple labeling from parts based tracking can be 

performed by calculating observation likelihood and then 

assigning current parts into single objects using MAP 

solution [8]. Similar method is used to classify pixel into 

corresponding color blob as objects appearance [14]. By 

using robust statistics to combine all vote maps of 

patches in a template as expressed by Equation 6, 

tracking of multiple objects is actually similar. Thus the 

implementation to multiple people tracking is actually 

straightforward.  

 

4.  Experimental Results

We evaluate our algorithm in challenging situation 

where color similarity of foreground and background 

objects still posing problem in foreground segmentation 

step, and similarity of people appearance model. In this 

sequence, one person entering the scene one by one 

giving initial time for initialization of appearance model. 

Then one by one each person is moving forward causing 

merging of foreground segment and partial or full 

occlusion of other person. Results of our algorithm can be 

seen in following images.  

Figure 6. Tracking result 

 

5.  Conclusion and Future Works

We have proposed novel method for multiple people 

tracking utilizing fragment based IHLS histogram 

representation which computed rapidly using integral 

histogram. A fragment based region representation is 

shown to be robust against occlusion and scale issue by 

using color and disparity information. Multiple people 

labeling is maintained by creating online appearance 

representation for each people detected in scene and 

calculating fragment vote map. The system will be 

implemented for robot system to maintain consistent 

labeling and tracking of people.  
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